
HIS 115: EUROPE TO THE AGE OF REVOLUTION 

DAY(S): MONDAYS  

TIME: 1PM-3PM. 

Course Ware: The course surveys the origins, development of Western civilization 
and the elements of inter-state relations. It emphasizes their historic cultures, the 
city-state system, the development of Greek democracy and influence, imperial 
Rome, the medieval period through the renaissance to the scientific revolution and 
the French revolution in the18th century. 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes: At the end of the course the students should be to: 

1. Describe the activities of man ancient Europe 
2. Discuss the Greek and Roman Civilization 
3. Examine the activities and effects of the imperial Rome on Europe 
4. List and analyse issues that led to Renaissance 
5. Explain the Reformation and the issues that triggered it 
6. Explain how the scientific revolutions began in Europe 
7. List and discuss the causes of the French Revolution 
8. Explain the internationalization of the Revolution and the Concert of 

Europe.   
 
Introduction 

Europe, one of the continents of the world, is the direct sole beneficiary of the 

ancient civilizations. It benefitted from Egypt in Africa, Greece and Rome in 

Europe and Mesopotamia in Asia. Man in Europe as in other continents started as a 

food gatherer from which he became a cultivator, from a hunter to a domesticator 

and caretaker or domesticator of animals-thereby developing agriculture, from 

wearing leaves to wearing animal skins, from sleeping in caves to making huts and 

by and large, defending himself from wild animals and his fellow man.  

Furthermore he took advantage of the stone ages and learnt other useful skills for 

survival. For instance, made spears, stone axes, and discover how to make fire 

from rubbing stones together. He used the stone axe to fell trees and cut them into 

logs to build huts and make some household utensils like spoons, stools, and pieces 

of furniture. He also learnt the usefulness of clay which he gather form the river 

side and made pots, plates which got baked and harden from fire. Not too long, 
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man witnessed population explosion and began to build communities either by 

staying together or by dispersing in search of a greener pasture. This increased his 

activities and his engagement and interaction with the environment continued on a 

daily basis. 

It got to a point that men in Europe as well as those in other continents could not 

advance beyond this stage of development. His language was still very crude; there 

was need for writing and government for organization purpose was visibly 

necessary and the use of metals to move forward. The life of men in Europe had 

reached the height of barbarity and savagery. 

However, far away Egypt in Africa, and Western Asia, there had begun some 

brilliant discovery and creativities. For instance, in Egypt, the act of writing had 

already been discovered, metals were already being fashioned into tools, 

ornaments, like ear rings, necklaces and some imposing structures sprang up. 

It was from Egypt, Babylon and Assyria that Europe received its higher civilization 

which freed it from the quagmire from which it could not advance. The 

civilizations came to Europe via the Aegean Sea. The Aegean Sea is like a large 

lake almost completely surrounded by the shores of Europe and Asia Minor. The 

Island of Crete was one of the Aegean Islands. It enjoyed a mild and sunny 

climate. On the island, the people grew wheat, barley, grapes and olives. Bread, 

olive oil and wine were the dominant and staple food. 

The Crete Civilization 

As Europeans civilization grew gradually, it grew under the tutelage of Egypt in 

the periods between 3000 BC and 2000 BC. By 3000 BC the Cretans received 

coppers from the Nile. This was due to the proximity to Egypt. They also learnt the 

skills of bronze making and mastery brought about the Bronze Age in Crete. They 

also learnt how to make potter’s wheel, the closed oven for baking pottery and the 

art of writing. Other important activity learnt from the Egyptians was ship making. 

The king of Crete not too long soon became the sea-kings. The Crete civilization 

by 2000 BC had reached its peak. 

The Greek: the Hellenes 



Between the periods of 2000 BC and 1200 BC the Crete civilization started 

declining. By 2000 BC, the Crete had built their capital city of Called Cnossus. 

Between 1600 BC and 1500 BC it was already in its Grand Age of its civilization. 

However, between the periods of 1500 BC and 1200 BC, the Cretans and the 

Egyptians had started trading with the mainland of the Hellenes (Greece). They 

imported the Cretan and Egyptian pottery and metal works which became, and 

today, is the first form of higher civilization ever known to Europe. 

Although, the Hellenes mainland of ancient Greece had started witnessing some 

form of outside interactions, it was not sufficient for the growth of the entire Greek 

civilization. Only the cities of Tiryns and Mycenae benefitted immeasurably. What 

actually became the foundation of the Greek Civilization came as a result of the 

southward migration Hellenes (the Greeks). So the Greek civilization is often 

called Hellenic. The Hellenes are a people who came to Greece and to the Islands 

around Greece, around the Aegean Sea and to the coast of Asia Minor from the 

lands of the North of Macedonia between the periods of about 2000 BC and 1500 

BC. They belong to the Indo-European race. Majority of this race that came to this 

area were wanderers in waves and they met a highly developed Cretan civilization. 

Much of these civilizations were destroyed and the remains were improved upon 

with the help of the remnant of the people of Crete who stayed while others fled 

and relocated when there was change of authority from the Cretans to the Greeks. 

The Greek Civilization: also known as Hellenic or Hellenist Civilizations 

As a result of the rough topography characterized by mountains and hills in the 

mainland Greece, the Greeks were scattered in separate settlements. Out of these 

settlements grew cities which later developed into states. This affected their 

developments and relationship with one another.  The cities were referred to as 

polis and each state built a very imposing building on the highest mountain in its 

city and called the place Acropolis which served as a state house i.e. the seat of 

power for the kings. And when they introduced democracy and did away with the 

monarchical government the acropolis was now used as the temple of the many 

Greek gods. It is from these scattered cities that what was now known as city-states 

grew and became basis upon which the loyalty and patriotism of every Greek was 

judged. Most notable of these states were Athens, Sparta, Corinth, Argos and 

Thebes.  



Note that the Hellenes were a people who shared a common ancestry, culture, 

language, tradition, worship of the same gods, and in other to nurture and support 

this sameness started the Olympics in 776 BC. The Olympics became an event 

held in every four years and a religious festival which started about 7 BC called the 

Amphictyony also brought the Greeks together. 

The Greeks contributed immeasurably to the development of Europe from their 

civilization. In the 5th century BC, Athens has developed fully into a centre of 

culture and learning. Whatever is known, and/or taught about the Greek 

civilization today is the progress made by the Athenians in the fields of 

architecture, art, history, literature, music, mathematics, medicine, anatomy, 

politics and philosophy. 

 

 

The Roman Civilization 

The Roman Civilization evolved in three phases. The first was the phase of 

development of a Kingdom ruled by the Estrucans, the Second phase was the 

development of a Republic and the last was the transformation from a Republic to 

an Empire that only came to an end 5th century after the death of Christ.  Rome is 

in modern day Italy. The romans are part of the Indo-European tribe that migrated 

from the lands of the North of Macedonia between the periods of about 2000 BC 

and 1500 BC to different part of Europe. While some migrated to Greece other 

groups entered the Italic peninsular.  But the Romans myth claimed that they are 

descendants of Trojans Fleeing from the Trojan wars. While it could be correctly 

affirmed that those who migrated to Greece were very lucky because the Crete had 

a sophisticated civilization the groups that settled in the Italic Peninsular were not 

because they met nothing on the ground to build upon. There were no arts or 

literatures, architecture, no fine buildings, fortified cities or walls, no organized 

government except the crudest form of industry and had to build their own 

civilization from the scratch.  

The Romans derived its civilization from three nations. First were the Estrucans, 

the Greeks who developed and master most of the modern day disciplines of study 



and the Carthage. Although, the origin of the Estrucans has not been known but 

their presence in the Italic peninsular has been traced to about 1000BC. They met, 

lived and strove with the people of Latium. It is from Latium the people derived a 

name for their language Latin.  The Romans were soon organized by the Estrucans 

into a kingdom and they ruled for about two centuries and half until they were 

driven out as a result of tyranny. The Romans also benefited greatly from the 

Greeks. The Tiber River was a meeting point for them to exchange goods and 

services. The bank of the river was a place the Greek ships berthed. The people of 

Rome following this interraction learnt and adopted the Greeks letters as theirs. 

Although, the Greeks were masters of Arts and literature, and architecture, the 

Romans were very clever in politics, governance and legal system. Most of the 

political and legal terms and operations that are used today originated from the 

Romans. The Carthaginians were Africans who had become so wealthy as a result 

of their commerce which flourished as a result of their proximity to the 

Mediterranean Sea. The Carthaginians soon became the controlling power in the 

western Mediterranean and therefore struggled to make the Mediterranean their 

own. The Romans did not allow this to happen. Carthage and their wealth were 

destroyed and taken over by the Romans in three different wars called the Punic 

wars. 

Between 500BC and 400BC, Rome was already secured from its enemies. On the 

strength of this it started the annexation of territories both around and far off to 

build what became one of the greatest empires ever known by man and one of the 

most enduring too. It became the mistress of Italy, wealthy class appeared, banks 

began to spring up and with the defeat of the Greeks, the Greek culture was 

formally incorporated and the results of this were the development of Roman arts, 

literatures, buildings and libraries.  

By 30BC, the Roman Empire was born. The birth of the empire marked the end of 

interregnum and wars that besieged Rome after the death of Julius Caesar.   
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